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AraabMuzik’s last album was called Electronic Dream, and this one is
called Dream World, which – like Disney World or Jurassic World –
suggests an expansion of scope. This is a showcase of everything the
eclectic and restless Rhode Island beatmaker can do and has done over
his decade in the game. It sounds a bit scattershot at first, flitting
between all the niches Araab has grown to occupy: beat maestro, brostep
banger-monger, diva-chopping trap/trance hybridizer, MPC technical
whiz. But as its 56 minutes roll on, it becomes increasingly less
predictable and more thrilling. This is an album that takes a minute to
really warm up to.

Aside from his willingness to chop just about anything up (his samples
lean toward dramatic shit like opera and metal), Araab’s greatest strength
is how well he balances beauty and bone-rattling heaviness. The first four tracks epitomize this, all emoting soul
singers, bombastic textures, and sweeping synth chords. They’re as gothic and chilly as the cover, with its frightful
ghost city. Then, he takes a sharp left turn into festival brostep. That’s followed by a weird section when he starts
ripping off classic hip hop beats: “Still D.R.E.” on “Left Side,” “Flashing Lights” on “Faded.” And then there are
oddball one-offs like “Chasing Pirates,” which sounds like his take on Ellie Goulding-style indie dance-pop, and the
unapologetic technical showcase “War Cry.”

It’s confusing at first, but Araab masters just about everything here and unites it under his aesthetic. He likes nice
chords, big synths, pretty voices, and fat drums. His snares are so clean you could eat off them, and so sharp you’d
cut your tongue. And a lot of the fun of this album is just how unpredictable it is. You really never know what he’s
going to do on the next track. It’s not bold or consistent enough to be a White Album , but as a listening experience it
hits some of the same notes. Put it on shuffle for a lark; it’d hardly make a difference.

The only place in which he really flags is the EDM-oriented material, like “Try Me” and “A.M.” Enormous drums
aside, he largely jettisons everything that makes him great on these. There’s no beauty or nuance, just Diplo-style
synths shrieks and predictable drops. They’re neither pretty nor interesting, save for “Waiting For,” whose jagged
synths suggest Araab might have taken cues from the great Scottish producer Rustie. They mostly seem like live
padding, the kind of thing he might use to warm up the crowd before getting into the real meat of his set. They’re
easily the least distinctive and enjoyable things here.

Some listeners, especially those just getting used to Dream World’s rugged terrain, might have preferred if Araab
had stuck to one of his multiple personas here instead of laying them all out bare. And perhaps a producer in the
tenth year of his career shouldn’t be making something that sounds so much like a demo reel, especially given that
Electronic Dream proved he’s quite adept at making unified, album-length statements. But if the point of a demo reel
is to show off what the artist can do, Dream World proves he’s just about the hottest talent out there.
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